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1st session 31.10.2006

Absent due engagement to my training duties

2nd session 7.11.2006

I just now got to understand what this course is about. I had read some of the articles and
info on the website committed to this course, but really had no clear vision, what to expect.
The intro we got opened my eyes a bit, but the little group assignment we completed
during the class did the trick.

We talked about the EQF and what it is about. The presentations the groups gave were
pretty informative and showed the level on which we examine the EQF. The meaning of
qualification became clearer. we also went through the international processes (Lisbon,
Bologna, Copenhagen) and talked what they are about.

Also we got the “big” assignments for all the small groups. Ours is dealing with
management and administration. Swantje was very active on this matter and instantly
suggested we’d prepare our case-study on the basis of TAKK (Tampere adult education
centre). She had a contact person in mind right away, and Olavi and I agreed. The
schedule for the task seemed tight, but if we get our minds to it, it is doable.

11.11.2006

I constructed a first draft of possible questions we could ask if we ever got the visit to
TAKK. The list was still just a beginning and I hope we’ll get a collective effort for this list.
And I hope Jacqueline from Malta would also join this work.

3rd session 14.11.2006

Not too much progress concerning our group. The contact person from TAKK is away for
another week and the substitute has not replied anything yet. We decided to give them
one more week… As we presented our visions of the TAKK –visit and told that we still had
not heard anything from Malta, Markus noticed, That Jacqueline had sent her reply to our
questions list to the webpage. Yeeeeee!! This gave us a boost, and we eagerly built the list
even further. Our concentration was on EQF, but Olavi reminded us, that TAKK may not
be too aware of this since they seem to have used EFQM (Framework of the European
Foundation for Quality Management) model.

After the session I went through the reply from Jacqueline to see how it responded to our
initial list of questions. Swantje posted the whole list to the webpage also.

We kept on waiting for something to appear from TAKK but in vain. No contact, no nothing.



4th session 21.11.2006

Waiting was over and now it was time for action. The original contact person should be
back in her workplace today so let’s just phone in. We discussed first about a proper
timeframe we should need to complete this group report. After we had decided on the
dates, we made an appointment to TAKK. We were fortunate to get the visit to next Friday,
because the person there was doubtful about getting us there before end of this year. The
down fall was, that we need to get all information we need in one hour – that was all they
could afford for us. Another thing we need to deal with is, that TAKK seems not to be too
informed about EQF. They use EFQM. Olavi was right. We need to modify our list of
questions to meet the expertise they have. I did it the same evening and sent the newed
list to TAKK via e-mail.

It was a big relief to get the visit. Jackie had again sent a chapter of valuable text to the
internet page, which was very interesting to read. She compares the stuff she gets from us
with her own work in an adult education centre in Malta.

25.11.2006

The visit. We were met by a very enthusiastic Päivi Puutio and efficient Pertti Laine. They
showed us into their sauna compartment, where they speaded their material for this
presentation. They confessed, that they had not had time to go properly through the list we
had sent, and so we decided, that mr Laine will give a “monologue” in Finnish and we’ll
ask additional questions if needed. Mrs Puutio got a job of translating everything to
Swantje.

It was a very interesting show. They presented us their new organisation and all the
processes that go along with it. Olavi appeared to be quite an expert on the EFQM –model
and he had very insightful questions for the presenter. The visit took a bit more than one
hour, but we got a lot!

Afterwards we got a cup of coffee near TAKK and discussed about the fruits if the visit. We
shared the workload by dividing tasks to everyone. I got the overall description about the
visit and also the educational process as my responsibility. Swantje will focus on EQF and
reflections, and Olavi will concentrate on his field of expertise – the quality tools (EFQM &
Balanced Scorecard). We will ask Jacqueline if she’d like to write a chapter about the
Maltese system and things related to the quality assurance there. Swantje will do this.

5th session 28.11.2006

Today we were not in our usual classroom, which caused quite a lot of confusion. We tried
to do a bit of video conference with Jackie from Malta, who joined us for a while via Skype.
My estimate was, that the result was OK. but not perfect. This video-thing needs quite
careful forward planning to work smoothly. We’ll see what happens next week, when
Markus will co-host the session from Zurich.

A very little piece of text had been produced, but not too much. The most we did during the
session was tell everybody about the visit we had done, and about the workplan we have
for the future of this course. We told that we are well under way on this and all we need to



do now is produce text. We really have all the pieces (except for the chapter from Jackie)
and we just need to solve the puzzle.

We agreed to be more active on the webpage in sharing each other’s ideas and text.

Before the next session I formed and polished the text about the educational process in
TAKK, and also did some frames for the description about the visit. If we are not active
and really work as a group, it is very difficult to create unified text. You should know what
the others are doing to be able to write. This has been a true lesson about group work. Not
really surprising, but still educational.

6th session 5.12.2006

Markus joined us via Skype from Zurich. This time it proved to succeed better than last
week. We actually got to some conversation also.

Individual tasks pretty much done. Everyone had almost finished their pieces of text.
Jackie had sent a HUGE chapter about the Maltese system to e-mail and to the web last
night. I had not had time to read through it, but I promised I’ll do also the integrating of that
chapter to our final report. We already started this work during this session, since we had
some time for it.

6.12.2006 Markus sent little feedback to our groups webpage. He encouraged us to use
also other groups texts to comparison while constructing our report.

I clipped and glued, copied and pasted, and formed our report before last session. I got it
ready by 10.12.2006 and sent it to the webpage and also to all group members via e-mail.
We also decided via e-mail, who will present which part of the report.

7th session 12.12.2006

Today was the last session. It was hosted completely from Switzerland by both Anja and
Markus. All the groups presented their reports, us included. I thought it went quite ok and
was pretty much as good as it could have been considering the work and commitment we
had showed as a group.

Anja gave some feedback, which was taken into account and integrated to our final-final
report, which will be posted before the deadline of 17th of dec.

We also went round-table with comments about this course and reflections about quality.
The view varied a little, but in my eyes, it really all boiled down to having money or not. All
systems – whether in Finland or abroad – need to deal with financial questions. Education
is not seen widely as a “productive and economically profitable” industry, so the actors
everywhere must struggle for money. Interesting paradox is, that at the same time a very
high quality demands are introduced for education.

My own thought about this course:

It took me quite a while to see what we were talking about. I was not able to fully integrate
everything that was presented by the lecturers with the stuff we had to create in our small



group. The area this course talked about was maybe a bit too wide, but to support that it
was a good thing we had so many exchange students with us. In one way it was good we
formed small groups, because working unitedly in a large multicultural environment may
not result in best possible product.

Even so this course was interesting. It dealt with quality end effectiveness in a whole other
level that I thought it would, but nevertheless, I learnt a lot. The European systems showed
themselves in a concrete way through our international students, which lightened the
matters considerably. Thank You.

Samuli Suokas


